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T he Kli Yakar, in this week's
parashah writes, "The brothers

tried with all their might to destroy
Yosef and to prevent the realization
of his dreams, but all their plans
failed. Hashem wanted to make
Yosef great, and Hashem's plan

always prevails.

"Similarly, Paro saidpen yirbeh(lest
they will increase in number) and he
thought of tactics [how to stunt the
nation's rapid growth] but he
failed… Every step that Paro took…

worked against him…"

We must know that Hashem has a
plan for the world, and there is
nothing people can do to change it.
Hashem wanted Yosef to be the
ruler, and Hashem wanted that the
Yidden should increase and multiply
in Mitzrayim, and humans can't do
anything to stop Hashem's plan from

happening.

The Kli Yakar teaches this lesson on
the passuk "vayakam melech
chadash al Mitzrayim asher lo yada
es Yosef— a new king rose over
Mitzrayim who didn’t know Yosef"
(Shmos 1:8). The Kli Yakar explains
that this new Paro didn’t know
Yosef's life-story. In his dreams,
Yosef saw his brothers bowing down
to him. To prevent this from
happening, his brothers sold him as

a slave to Mitzrayim. They figured
that this would certainly prevent the
dream from materializing.
Ultimately, their attempts only aided
the dream to transpire. Yosef
became the ruler of Mitzrayim, and
when the brothers came down to buy
wheat, they bowed down to him.
Paro didn’t know this story. If he
would have known, he would have
realized that it is impossible to go

against Hashem's plan.

To prevent the nation's rapid growth,
Paro decreed forced-labor on the
nation. But this only caused the
nation to proliferate more. As Rashi
(1:13) writes, “You saypen yirbeh
(lest they will increase), and I say
kein yirbeh (so shall they
increase)…." because it is
impossible to go against Hashem's

plan for the world.

The Steipler Gaon zt"l shows how
Paro's schemes worked against him
at another time. That happened when
Paro tried to kill the redeemer of
Klal Yisrael. Rashi writes, “On the
day that Moshe Rabbeinu was born,
Paro's astrologists said, ‘Today, the
savior of the Jewish people was

born…" (1:22).

In response Paro decreed, “Every
male that is born should be cast into
the Nile.” Rashi explains, on that
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day, even the Egyptian new-borns
were cast into the Nile. But Paro
wasn't able to spoil Hashem's plan.
Moshe was placed in a casket on the
Nile. Basyah (Paro's daughter) found
him, brought him home, and raised
him in Paro's home! So instead of
destroying the redeemer of the
Jewish nation, Paro ended up raising
him in his own home, because
Hashem's plan will always prevail.TorahWellsprings- S he mos

The Yismach Moshe discusses
another miraculous event. When the
brothers first came down to
Mitzrayim, they were speaking with
Yosef but they didn’t recognize him!
How could this be? To answer this
question, Rashi (Bereishis 42:8)
writes that Yosef grew a beard, and
they remembered him when he was
still seventeen-years-old, without a
beard. But it still seems odd that
they didn’t consider that maybe he is
Yosef. Rashi (on Bereishis 42:12-14)
tells us that when the brothers came
to Mitzrayim, they entered through
ten different gates, because they
were searching for Yosef. So why
didn’t it dawn on them that the ruler
of Mitzrayim is Yosef? The answer
is: If Hashem doesn’t want them to
recognize Yosef, they won't.
Hashem didn’t want Yosef to be
discovered just yet and there is
nothing people can do to circumvent

Hashem's will.

The Gemara (Shabbos 119) tells us
the story of Yosef Mokir Shabbos.
The poor Yosef Mokir Shabbos
would borrow money to buy things
lekavodShabbos. Once, a fisherman
showed him a large fish and Yosef
Mokir Shabbos bought it to honor
the Shabbos. When he cut the fish
open, he found a diamond inside.
The diamond was sold for thirteen

pots filled with gold.

The primary purpose of this Gemara
is to teach us that when one invests in
Shabbos, Shabbos will pay him back.

The Gemara, however, tells us many
more details of this story: Yosef
Mokir Shabbos had a wealthy
neighbor. An astrologist told this
neighbor that all his wealth is
destined to go to Yosef Mokir
Shabbos. To protect his wealth, he
sold all his assets and bought a
precious stone for that value. He
then had it sewn into his hat. It
happened that this wealthy neighbor
was crossing a bridge when his hat
fell into the lake below, and was
swallowed by a fish. Yosef Mokir
Shabbos bought that fish.
The Ben Yehoyoda (from the Ben
Ish Chai zt"l) asks, why does the
Gemara tell us all these details?
Wouldn’t it be sufficient to say that
Yosef Mokir Shabbos invested in
Shabbos and found a diamond in the

fish that he bought?
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The Ben Ish Chai answers: The
Gemara wants to teach us an
additional lesson. It is teaching us
that one can never evade Hashem’s
plan. Hashem wanted the neighbor's
wealth to go to Yosef Mokir
Shabbos. The neighbor did whatever
he could to protect himself, but he
didn’t know that if Hashem plans
otherwise, he won't succeed. In fact,
his attempts only facilitated the
transfer of all his wealth to Yosef
Mokir Shabbos, in a permitted and

honorable manner.1111

AlwaysAlwaysAlwaysAlways NearNearNearNear

The first time Hashem revealed
Himself to Moshe Rabbeinu, He was
within a sneh, a thorn bush (see 3:2).

The Midrash (Shmos Rabba 2)
states, "A gentile asked Reb
Yehoshua ben Korchah, 'Why did
Hashem choose to speak with Moshe

from a thorn bush?'

Reb Yehoshua ben Korchah told
him, "If Hashem would have come
in a carob tree or in a sycamore tree
you would also ask me this same

1. In Prague, there once stood a professional singer in an alleyway, singing
beautifully. There were two wealthy people living on both sides of the alleyway,

and when they met, they debated why the singer came. "He came to honor me,"
one said.
"No, he certainly came in my honor," the other replied.
They decided that they would bring their debate to the Noda BeYehudah, who was
then Rav of Prague.
The Noda BeYehudah told them, "I'll answer your question by tomorrow, but you
will have to pay psak gelt (court fees). The cost is one hundred reinish, each side.
They paid the money, and returned the next day. The Noda BeYehudah told them,
"The singer didn’t come for your honor, and neither for yours. He came so I would
earn two hundred reinish."
This story reminds us that Hashem's plan always prevails. Hashem wanted to give
the Noda BeYehudah two hundred reinish, and this is how it came to be.
Someone came to the Pnei Menachem (of Gur) zy"a complaining about a
son-in-law that he chose for his daughter. "I thought I was choosing a Reb Akiva
Eigar. I thought he was the greatest scholar. And now I am discovering what he
really is like…"
The Pnei Menachem told him, "How did the shidduch happen? Hashem took away
your sechel (intelligence). Thank Hashem that He gave your sechel back," because
things happen according to Hashem's masterplan.
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question. Nevertheless, I can't leave
you without an answer. So why a
thorn bush? It was to teach us that
there isn't a place where the
Shechinahisn't there. He is even in

a thorn bush."

Reb Eliezer says, "Just as a thorn bush
is the lowliest tree in the world, so
was the Jewish nation downtrodden
and looked down upon by the
Egyptians. That is the reason why

Hashem became revealed there…

"Reb Yossi said, 'A thorn bush is the
most painful tree. Every bird that
rests on it doesn’t leave unscathed.
So too, was the slavery in Mitzrayim

very hard for Hashem…"

To summarize: Hashem came to
Moshe in a thorn bush to represent
that (1) Hashem is everywhere. (2)
He is with the Jewish nation even
when they are low and downtrodden.

(3) And He is with them when they
are suffering (seeMaharal, Gevuras

Hashem23).

Rebbe Yitzchak Eizik of Kamarna
zy"a had a very hard life, but his
emunah gave him strength. He
writes, "Believe me by brothers,
after all the redifos (by people who
sought to harm me) and after all the
chalishus hadaas(disappointments)
that I had, if it weren't for the fact
that I knew that Hashem and His
providence is always with me… I
would have been gone from this
world long ago … But Hashem
helped me and I don't feel these
matters, because I know that

Hashem is with me…"

When going through hard times, we
must remember that Hashem is with
us. With this awareness, life will

always be easier to bear.2222

2. We must know that when we are going through hard times, Hashem is with
us. We must also know that these trying times are premium times for tefillah.

Because when one prays from the midst of sorrow and distress, his tefillos go
straight up to Hashem and are answered.
In this week's parashah, it states, שועתם ותעל ויזעקו  העבודה  מן בנ"י ויאנחו  מצרים  מלך וימת

העבודה מן האלקים  ,אל  "The king of Mitzrayim died, and the Jewish people moaned
from the work, and they yelled, and their shouts went up to Hashem, from the
work" (Shmos 2:23).
The Rabbeinu b'Chayei notices that the passuk states twice that they prayed and
shouted, "from the work" (min ha'avodah) because, "No tefillah is as perfect as the
tefillah said from the midst of sorrow and distress."
Similarly, the Or HaChayim HaKadosh writes, "A form of tefillah that is accepted
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A menahel(principal of acheder) in
Netanya told me that his ten-year-old
son, Shloimele, was hospitalized in
Tel HaShomer Hospital (near Bnei
Brak) with a severe disease. The
parents couldn’t be with their child
twenty-four hours a day, so they
arranged for volunteers to come and
be with Shloimele. Once a volunteer
said that he can be in the hospital
until 12:30 pm. The volunteer who
would follow said that he will arrive
at 1:15 – forty-five minutes later.
The father assumed that this would

be sufficient.

At a quarter to one, Shloimele
called, and said, “Father, I'm all
alone. I don’t want to be alone.”
The father's heart broke when he
heard his son say this, but what
could he do? He was in Netanya. It
was impossible for him to get to the
hospital before 1:15, when the next

volunteer is scheduled to arrive.

At this time, their cousins (a couple)
were also in Tel HaShomer hospital
doing some tests. The doctors told
the couple that the results of their
examination will be ready in a
half-hour. The husband said, “Let’s
go to our cousin Shloime’le. We

anyway don’t have anything to do
for the next half-hour.”

But his wife was hesitant, “I don’t
think so… Perhaps Shloimele
doesn't want visitors? Perhaps he
needs sleep?”
The husband said, “Let's first find
Shloimele's room and then we'll call
his father. He'll tell us whether
Shloimele would appreciate if we go
visit.”
They found his room, and then the
husband called his cousin: “I am
here with my wife outside
Shloimele’s room. Should we go

inside? Does he want visitors?”

The father was so relieved. Just a
minute earlier, he hung up the phone
from Shloimele, and was distressed
that he couldn’t help him. And now,
his cousin is telling him that he is
right there, ready to visit him.
"Shloimele wants visitors. He just
called and told me how lonely he is.

Please go inside."

That night, Shloimele's father said to
his family, “Now I am not afraid of
anything. I see clearly that Hashem
runs the world. Exactly at the time
when Shloimele needed guests,
guests were there for him. I see that

is a tefillah said from the midst of sorrow…. Their Tefillah didn’t go up to Hashem
through a medium [an angel]. It went directly to Hashem."
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Hashem is with us even now,
therefore there is nothing to fear.”

It is written, "banim atem laHashem
Elokeichem lo tisgodidu… — you
are children of Hashem your G-d.
Do not scratch yourself and do not
make yourself bald when someone
dies" (Devarim 14:1). The Ibn Ezra
writes, "When you will know that
you are Hashem's children, and that
He loves you more than a father
loves his children, you will never cut
yourself, regardless of what occurs,
because everything is for the good –
even if you don’t understand…"
When we acquire this awareness, it
is possible to endure the hardest
moments. This is the first message
that Hashem gave Moshe Rabbeinu,
when He appeared to Moshe in the
sneh. He showed him that He is with

the Jewish nation, at all times.

A certain Yid who lived in the Vilna
Gaon zt"l's neighborhood rented a
tavern from aporitz, and ran the inn
for his parnassah. At the end of the
year, he needed to pay the rent, but
he didn’t have the money to do so.
The poritz sent a messenger to
collect the money, but he told the
messenger that he still doesn’t have
the money to pay. Theporitz sent
the messenger a second time, and
this time the messenger passed on
the poritz's frightening message, "If

you don’t pay the money within a
few weeks, you and your family will

be thrown into a dungeon."

This Yid spoke to the Vilna Gaon
about his situation, but he added that
he isn't worried. He trusts that
Hashem is with him and will help
him. The Vilna Gaon was certain
that Hashem will help because the

Yid was sincere in hisbitachon.

When the deadline for the payment
arrived, he still didn’t have any
money. He didn’t consider
borrowing money to pay up the debt,
because he was certain that Hashem

will still help him.

The Vilna Gaon saw him walking
calmly to the poritz, so the Vilna
Gaon followed him to see what

would happen.

When he arrived at theporitz's
home, someone was just leaving.
That person said, "I'm glad to see
you, because I need your help. I just
offered the poritz a business deal,
but I stated a high price, and he
wants to pay me far less for this
deal. But even this lesser amount can
also earn me a decent profit. I don’t
want to back down from the first
price I offered (it was beneath his
dignity to back down on his first
offer) that's why I left. I want you
to be my agent, and offer the same
deal to theporitz for the price he
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wants to pay. I'll pay you
commission."
The Yid replied, "I'll be glad to do
so." The business man immediately
gave him some money, the first
installment of the commission. The
money he received was sufficient to

pay what he owed theporitz.

Eh-yehEh-yehEh-yehEh-yeh asherasherasherasher Eh-yehEh-yehEh-yehEh-yeh

When one believes that Hashem is
with us at all times, miracles can

happen.

Moshe Rabbeinu asked Hashem,
"When the nation asks me for Your
name, what should I tell them?"
Hashem replied, "Eh-yeh asher

Eh-yeh." (Shmos 3:13-14).

Eh-yeh means "I will be." The
Chasam Sofer explains that "Eh-yeh
asher Eh-yeh" means, "I will be with
the person whomI will always be in
his thoughts." Because it is aklal
gadol (fundamental rule) when one
thinks about Hashem, Hashem

shows that He thinks about him.

The Chasam Sofer adds that this
lesson is also indicated in the
passuk, “bichol darkecha daeihu
vehu yiyasher darkache— Know
Hashem in all your ways, and He
will set your way." And in the
passuk, "ani ledodi vedodi li — I am
to my friend and my friend is to
me." Bothpesukimtell us that when

one remembers Hashem, Hashem
will remember him.

Then Hashem said, "ko somar levnei
Yisrael, Eh-yeh shlochani Aleichem
— so shall you say to Bnei Yisrael,
Eh-yehsent me to you'" (3:14). This
time it saysEhy-ehonly once. The
Chasam Sofer explains that this
passuk is referring to the Jewish
people as a whole, because for the
community, there are no conditions.
If they think about Hashem, or if
they don't, Hashem never abandons
His nation. But for the individual,
Hashem'shashgachah(providence)
is dependent on the amount that the
Yid has Hashem in mind. According
to the degree that one thinks about
Hashem that influences the extent
that Hashem'shashgachahwill be

bestowed on him.

The Dubna Magid told the following
mashal: Three friends were talking
together. One had a pair of
binoculars, the second had a horse
and buggy, the third was a doctor.
The friend with the binoculars
looked through them and said, “I see
a lot of people gathering quite a
distance from here. I wonder what it
is all about,” and he gave his
binoculars for the others to see.
The second friend said, “I have my
horse and buggy here. Let’s go there
and see what’s happening.”
When they arrived, they discovered
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that the king's only daughter was
lying there, ill. The doctors who
came to cure her were saying that

she only has a few hours to live.

The third friend went over to the
doctors and said, “I'm a doctor.
Perhaps I can help?”
The royal doctors let him try, and he
succeeded in healing the princess. The
king was extremely grateful. He said,
“As a reward, I give my daughter to

the one who saved her life.”

Now a debate ensued, because each
of the three thought that he was the
one who saved the princess' life. The
man with the binoculars said, "If it
weren't that I saw the commotion
with my binoculars, we wouldn’t
know what was going on and we
wouldn’t have come here. So I
deserve to marry the princess."
The friend with the horse and buggy
said, "Without my horse and buggy,
we wouldn’t get here in time. So I
saved the princess' life."
The doctor said, "I am the
professional doctor and I healed her.

So I should marry the princess."

The king heard their views, and
confessed that he didn’t know who
was correct. The king said, “We'll let

the princess decide for herself.”

The princess replied, “All three of
you saved my life, but I want to
marry the doctor, because if I will

become ill again, I want the doctor
to be there to heal me."

Chazal tell us “There are three
partners in the creation of man:
Hakadosh Baruch Hu, the father and
the mother.” This is the reason we
are obligated to honor parents,
because they created their children.
Nevertheless, teaches the Dubno
Magid, one should particularly
choose to honor Hashem, because if
he needs help, HaKadosh Baruch Hu
will always be with him, to help him.

A story is told about two great
rabbis who lived in Yerushalayim,
one of them was extremely poor, the
other was financially comfortable.

Once, three wealthy merchants from
Bucharia came to Yerushalayim. The
rabbi who was financially stable
spoke with them, and told them
about his friend who was extremely
poor. They promised that by

tomorrow, they would help him.

"I have good news for you," the
rabbi said to his poor friend. "I
spoke with the three wealthy guests,
and they said that by tomorrow,
they'll give you money."
The poor rabbi thanked him. But the
next day passed, and he didn’t
receive any money. "What
happened? I thought I would receive
money today."
"What can I tell you?" his friend
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replied. "One of them wasniftar, the
second went back to Bucharia, and
the third one changed his mind. This
is as we say in thetefillah, "al
tivtichu benedivim. Beven adam
she'ein lo teshua— don’t put your
trust in the wealthy, in people who
can’t help you.Teitzei rucho— one
died; yashuv le'admoso— the other
returned to his land;bayom hahu
avdu eshtonosov— and the third
changed his mind.Ashrei… sivro al
Hashem Elokav— fortunate is the
person who trusts in Hashem"

(Tehillim 146).

We should always place our trust in
Hashem, because Hashem is always

with us, and He will help us.

The Gemara says that this world was

created with the letterheh, and Olam
HaBa was created with ayud. The
letter heh is open at the bottom. The
Gemara says that this indicates that
if one wants to sin,poschim lo(the
path to sin is open for him). Sadly,
we are aware of this in our
generation, due to the advancements
of technology, etc. If one wants to
sin, opportunities are available.
But when one contemplates on the
letter heh, which represents this
world, he becomes very frightened,
because theheh doesn’t have a
bottom. What will stop a person
from falling down?
The answer is that one must hold on
tightly to the top. This means he
must adhere to Hashem. When one
holds onto Hashem, He can pass

through this world without sin.3333

3. The Toldos Yaakov Yosef writes the following mashal: A wealthy person owned
a beautiful mansion, but there was someone who was jealous, and was

begging him to sell the mansion to him. "It's not for sale," the owner said.
The jealous man continued to beg him for the mansion, but to no avail. Finally,
the jealous man said, "Just sell me a small, tiny room. The size of a closet."
"It's not for sale!" the man repeated.
"But I'll pay you thousands of dollars for this small closet."
The owner decided that it was a worthwhile deal. He would receive a lot of money,
and only lose a small, tiny room. On the first day, the new owner hung his hat and
jacket in there. But on the next day, he hung a carcass.
"Get this carcass out of here!" the owner of the mansion demanded. "It is sending
foul odors throughout the entire house."
But the buyer didn’t oblige. "I bought this room and I'm allowed to hang whatever
I want."
In the end, the owner was forced to sell the entire mansion to him.
This mashal teaches us how we must be careful from the yetzer hara, not allowing
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SpeechSpeechSpeechSpeech

ShabbosParashasShmos is the first
Shabbos of theShovavim, 4444 and the
commentaries show how the lessons
and practices ofShovavimare referred
to in the firstpassukof theparashah.

The first word of theparashah is
äìàå. The Pri Megadim writes that
äìàå is roshei teivosfor òøä ïåùì ÷áàå,
because one of our primary goals
during Shovavimis to improve how

we talk.

Throughout the year, a person must
train himself to be careful with his
speech. It is written, "kol amal
ha'adam lepihu— all of man's toil
is for his mouth" (Keheles 6:7). The
Baal Shem Tov zy"a explains that
this passukis saying that all strife,
castigation, and toil that people
endure in life is due to careless
speech.Shovavim, therefore, is an
ideal time to train oneself to speak

properly, according tohalachah.

Another benefit earned from guarded
speech is that it prevents disputes.

In a certainbeis medreshthere was an

ongoing dispute over a seat. Two
people wanted the same seat, and they
both had reasons why they thought
that seat should be theirs.Lashon
hara was spoken by both parties,
which exacerbated the dispute. The
feud went on for many years already,

without a peaceful solution.

Rav Eliyashev zt"l asked one of the
dayanim who was involved in the
case, "How manysefarim can you
write about this din Torah (court
case)?" because it was a debate that

went on for many years.

I spoke with one of thedayanim
who was involved in the case, and
he told me, "I learned one thing
from this whole ordeal. If someone
will ever tell me that my place is his,
I'll move away right away. I won't
speaklashon haraand I won't fight
for my rights, because I see that if
I'm not careful, the dispute can go

on for years."5555

A person's level is largely dependent
on how he talks.

him to take even the smallest amount. Because he will use even the smallest gain
as a spring- board to take much more afterwards. We must stop the yetzer hara
at the very beginning, and then we remain protected.
4. Shovavim are six weeks, from parashas Shmos through parashas Mishpatim

(in a leap year, like this year, some say that there are eight weeks, from
parashas Shmos through parashas Tetzavah) and these days are mesugal
(conducive) for rectifying very severe sins.
5. The Midrash teaches: the esrog represents Torah scholars who are also
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Moshe Rabbeinu struggled with a
question that was bothering him for
a long time. Why was the Jewish
nation afflicted and subjected to
slave-labor? Moshe Rabbeinu held
the Jewish nation in the highest
regard, and therefore he couldn’t
understand why they were punished
more than all nations of the world.
When he saw that there were
malshinim(slanderers) in the nation,
he said, "achein noda hadavar—
now the matter is understood" (2:14,

see Rashi).

In the following chapter, when
Hashem told Moshe to take the
Yidden out of Mitzrayim, Moshe
asked, "What merit do the Jewish

people have that You should
perform miracles for them and take
them out of Mitzrayim" (Rashi
3:11). How greatly had Moshe
Rabbeinu's opinion about the nation
changed! Although when he saw
slander he understood why they
were suffering, but certainly, he still
held the nation in high-esteem. So
why was he so surprised when
Hashem said that He wants to do

miracles and save them?

The Sfas Emes answers,
"Lehodiacha kocho shel lashon hara
sheme'abdin chas veshalom kol
hazchusim — this teaches us the
power of lashon hara; it causes,chas
veshalom, to lose all merits." When

occupied doing good deeds; the lulav represents those who are learned, but
aren't occupied with doing good deeds…. The aravah represents the lowly Yidden,
who lack Torah and do not perform good deeds.
The Klausenberger Rebbe zy"a said: when one looks at these species after
Succos, he will see that the lulav isn't used again until erev Pesach, when it is
burnt in the matzah oven or when it is burnt together with the chametz. The esrog
is made into jelly and it isn't eaten until the fifteenth of Shevat. But the aravos,
which represent the lowest Yidden, are immediately thrown on top of the aron
kodesh. Why?
The Klausenberger Rebbe answered: This is because the aravos were hit five
times on the ground, and remained silent. When one can do this to be hit and not
answer back, he will reach the highest levels, immediately.
Rebbe Yechezkel of Kozmir zy"a said that people are foolish, because they are
ready to let ten non-kosher words out of their mouth in order to put in one kosher
item. Because sometimes, before eating, one wants to verify the kashrus of the
food. He inquires about the shochet, about the cook, etc. Often this is permitted
(when it is letoeles, for a purpose) but if one isn't careful, he can end up speaking
several words of lashon hara.
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there is lashon hara, the merits of
the Jewish nation is starkly affected,
and therefore Moshe Rabbeinu
feared that they may not have merits

to be redeemed.

OneOneOneOne HourHourHourHour aaaa DayDayDayDay

Last week we discussed how fasting
(which used to be one of the primary
practices of Shovavim) aren't
recommended anymore, because
people nowadays are weak and
shouldn’t fast. However, it would
seem that ataanis dibur (a different
type of fast where remaining
absolutely silent, except for prayers
and Torah study, is practiced) is
possible, because it doesn’t weaken
us. Indeed, years ago, many people
would proclaim ataanis dibur(a fast
from speaking) duringShovavim. 6666

Yet, I also don’t necessarily
recommend making ataanis dibur.
Generally, in our generation, to
refrain totally from speaking doesn’t
work out well for several reasons.
However, I will offer a compromise,
which people can do, and with

Hashem's help will be beneficial. I
recommend that on each day ofthe
Shovavim, for just one hour, train
yourself to think before you speak.
Before speaking, think and decide
whether the words you desire to say
are beneficial and whether they are
permitted. This practice will develop
into being cautious with one's speech
the entire day and throughout the year.

It states in Tehillim (45:3) "hutzak
chein besfaseicha— your lips are

poured withchein." 7777

It is known that sounds comes from
five different parts of the mouth: the
letters, ä"òçà come from the throat,
÷"ëéâ are said with the palate,ú"ðìèã
are expressed with the tongue, the
sounds of õ"øùñæ come from the
teeth, and with one's lips, one can
say the lettersô"îåá. So why does the
passuk single out the chein that
come from the lips? Thechein
should come from all five sounds?

Tzaddikim explained that the
specialty of the lips is that with
them, one can close his mouth and

6. The Mishnah Berurah writes, "When one wants to make a fast, it is better to
fast from speech than from food, because this will not harm his body, nor his

soul, and it won't make him weak. The Vilna Gaon writes in a letter, 'A person
must afflict himself. But not with fasts and sigufim, rather by controlling one's mouth
and one's temptations'" (571:2).
7. According to Rashi, this chapter of Tehillim is praising the Torah scholar. All

of his words are poured and soaked with chein and charm. The Metzudas
David and the Redak say the chapter is referring to the praises of Moshiach.
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remain silent. This is often a great
quality, because it spares us random,
unnecessary speech and sometimes

also from forbidden words.

There are times when speech is a
virtue. There are greatchassadim
(loving kindness) that we can do
with our speech, but one also needs
to know how to be quiet, otherwise,
one will end up with a lot of

unnecessary rambling.

Rebbe Yechezkel of Kozmir zy"a
said to someone who was talking a
lot: "Why do you need to speak so
much? You can think these things as
well. It must be that you are
speaking because you want the other
person to hear. But then you have to
ask his permission. It could be that
he doesn’t want to hear what you

want to say."8888

Although it is important to speak,
the most ideal situation is when one
thinks before he speaks and decides
which words to say and which words

to avoid9999.

The Midrash Tanchumah (Vayeitzei)
teaches: "There is nothing better…
than silence. Rachel chose the path
of silence [because she didn’t reveal
that her father, Lavan, was giving
Leah to Yaakov]. Her children [also]
chose the path of silence…
[Binyamin, for example, knew that
the shevatim sold Yosef, but he
remained quiet and he didn’t tell
Yaakov, because he didn’t want to
speak lashon haraon his brothers.]
Because of Binyamin's silence, his
name is engraved on theyashpeh
stone of thechoshen. Yashpehspells:
'yeish lo peh veshoseik— he has a

8. Once a donkey walked into the forest, and found the fur of a lion. It was cold,
so the donkey dressed in the lion fur. All the animals were afraid of him; even

the lions in the jungle were afraid of this unusual looking animal.
The animals gathered for a meeting, to decide what to do with this frightening 'lion.'
The fox and the lion chaired the meeting. The fox said, "Come with me. I know
what to do." All the animals followed the fox, and watched the fox throw stones at
the donkey. The donkey began to bray. The animals realized that it was a donkey,
and the lion immediately devoured it.
The fox said, "Foolish donkey. As long as you remained silent, we thought you
were the king of the jungle. But when you began speaking, everyone saw that you
were a donkey."
9. In Poland, people would say about someone who speaks a lot that he doesn’t

have a mouth. He simply has a hole in his head, and all his words tumble out
from there. The problem is that his constant rambling creates a hole in other
people's heads as well.
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mouth and he remains quiet…'" This
is Binyamin's quality, the ability to

remain silent.

Literally, yashpeh means has a
mouth. Doesn’t yashpeh (have
mouth) seem to imply someone who
speaks a lot? So why is Binyamin's
name engraved on this stone, and how

does it refer to his trait of silence?

The answer is that when a person
speaks a lot, he can't say,yeish peh,
that he has a mouth, because his
mouth isn't under his jurisdiction.
His mouth speaks and says whatever
it wants to against the person's
control. (Often, after talking he
looks back and he regrets what he
said.) This isn't someone whohas a
mouth. Only someone who has the
ability to remain silent, and to
choose what he wants to say, can
say yeish peh, that he has a mouth.
This is the trait that we strive to

acquire duringShovavim.

TehillimTehillimTehillimTehillim

As we wrote, the firstpassukof this
week's parashah teaches us lessons
for Shovavim. Let us look at the first
words of theparashah: éðá úåîù äìàå
íéàáä ìàøùé. The Divrei Yechezkel of
Shinov zy"a teaches that the final
letters of these words spell Tehillim,
implying that during the weeks of
Shovavim, one should say Tehillim,
because Tehillim purifies us from

the severest of sins.

People would come to Reb Yosef
Chaim Zonnenfeld zt"l (the Rav of
Yerushalayim) for all types of
issues. Evenshalom bayisproblems
were brought to his door, because he
had siyata dishmaya, and was able
to help many people. He attributed
his siyata dishmayato the fact that
he said the entire Tehillim each day.

The Brisker Rav zt"l asked him why
he says so much Tehillim. (It is
written in sefarim that a talmid
chacham shouldn’t say the entire
Tehillim each day. Instead, it is
preferred that he study Torah, in
depth. The Peleh Yoetz clarifies that
although talmidei chachamim
shouldn’t say Tehillim excessively,
it is advisable for them to divide the
Tehillim into seven parts, and to
finish saying Tehillim once a week.
"There is a time for everything." In
any event, the Brisker Rav asked
Reb Yosef Chaim Zonnenfeld why
he says the entire Tehillim, each
day.) Reb Yosef Chaim replied, "I
got married after twenty. Chazal say
that when one marries after twenty,
he has sinful thoughts every day.
Therefore I need to purify myself,
and there is nothing that purifies the
neshamah more than Tehillim…"
This is the reason (or at least one of
the reasons) why we say Tehillim
during Shovavim. The Tehillim
purifies our souls from all its

blemishes.
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Tehillim is wonderful the entire
year. We cannot count the salvations
that we have, thanks to the Tehillim

that people say.

The great Rebbe of Gostanin zy"a
was called by many ‘the Tehillim
Rebbe’ because of his strong
attachment to Tehillim. He would
say a lot of Tehillim, and when
people came telling him their
difficulties, he would prescribe a
regimen of Tehillim to say every
day. To some he advised saying the
entire Tehillim; to others he advised
saying a portion. People followed his
‘prescriptions’ and were healed and
saved from their hardships. Many
people received their salvations in

this manner.

Tzaddikim of Poland asked the
rebbe, “Rebbe of Gostanin, have you
become a miracle worker?”
“Not at all” he replied. “It is only
that I am a chassid of the rebbe of
Kotzk zy"a and he told us that if
Dovid HaMelech would have
arranged the Tehillim in the order
that he said them, they would have
the power to resurrect the dead
(techiyas hameisim). 10101010 But since
Dovid HaMelech compiled the
Tehillim in a different order, it

doesn’t have that power. However,
although we cannot performtechiyas
hameisim with Tehillim, all other
yeshuouscan still be attained by

saying Tehillim.”

The Peleh Yoetz teaches, "When one
says a lot of Tehillim, he is
banishing all types of castigations
and afflictions from himself…, from
his household, and from his entire
generation, and it bestows on them
abundance, brachos, goodness and
success… There is a tradition from
holy tzaddikim: If one is going
through some form of hardship or
strife… he should read the entire
Tehillim without stop, withkavanah
and humility, and he will see
wonders. This isbadukandmenusah

(tried and proven).

"All of these benefits and many
more will come to the one who
reads Tehillim properly, word for
word, with a joyous and pleading
voice… Because they are terrific
prayers… wondrous praises… Even
those who don’t know what they are
saying, nevertheless, the words are
affective and accomplish much…"

The Beis Ahron (on Chanukah)
writes, "One must believe that with

10. Tehillim isn't written in order. For example, chapter three discusses Dovid's
fleeing from Avshalom. Chapter eighteen discusses his escape from Shaul.

Chapter eighteen happened first, but it was compiled in a different order.
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Tehillim, one can be saved… from
all troubles…"

TheNoam Elimelechwrites that there
is a world calledTehillah. In this
world there is only mercy,
compassion, and kindness. When,
because of one's sins, histefillosaren't
being answered, he needs to connect
to the world ofTehillah, and then all

his hearts desires will be fulfilled.

The Noam Elimelechwrites, "…One
must attach himself to the great
world called Tehillah. Tehillah
means illumination (as in Iyov
41:10) because in that world there is
only a great light and there is no
strength for the din (adversary
angels) to saykitrug (against him).
This is a place ofrachamim gmurim
(perfect compassion) and all
problems are sweetened. This is the
reason the songs of Dovid our king
are called Tehillim. We can
accomplish with Tehillim everything,
and no Satan can disrupt…" (Likutei

Shoshanah, Shiru LaHashem).

The benefit of saying Tehillim is also
expressed with the followingmashal:

A king had a close friend whom he
loved dearly. This friend wrote a
rather lengthy letter to the king, who
enjoyed each and every word.
Whenever people wanted to make the
king happy, they would read from
that letter. The king would enjoy

hearing these words immensely, and
he would give the reader of the letter

anything that he wants.

Hashem loves Dovid HaMelech, and
He has great pleasure from the
Tehillim. This is the reason saying
Tehillim is so productive for us. We
read a few chapters, and Hashem

desires to give us our desires.

YirasYirasYirasYiras ShamayimShamayimShamayimShamayim

What is the greatest deed a person
can do? We are often mistaken when

we try to measure these matters.

Rebbe Meir of Amshinov zy"a said:
Imagine attending thelevayah of a
Yid who saved a hundred thousand
people from death. Most people
would assume that this is the
greatest achievement that he
accomplished in his lifetime. During
his lifetime, this person also thought
that this was his greatest
accomplishment, and he was always
talking about it. Even someone who
saved one person's life would always
be talking about this momentous
occasion. It isn't a simple thing - to

save someone's life.

Now imagine that at this person's
levayah, someone stands up to say a
hesped (eulogy) and he says, "He
was very special; he hadyiras
Shamayim…" People would think
that he is disgracing theniftar. "Is
that all you have to say about him?
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Don’t you know that he saved
thousands of people's lives…"
But let's look at what is written in
the Torah about Shifrah and Puah,
the two midwives of Mitzrayim, who
saved thousands of children from
death. "Vayehi ki yaru hameyaldos
es haEloki vayas lahem batim—
and it was that the midwives feared
G-d and Hashem gave them
[reward]" (Shmos 1:21).11111111 They
weren't rewarded for their
accomplishments; they were
rewarded because they feared
heaven. This indicates that fearing

heaven is the highest level.

The Beis HaLevi zt"l asked one of
his students, “What do you these
days?”
“I work with my brother-in-law,
selling sugar.”
The Beis HaLevi then taught Torah
to his students. Every half-hour or

so, he stopped to ask this student,
"What do you do these days?" and
the student replied each time, “I sell
sugar wholesale, with my

brother-in-law.”

The student feared that his great
rebbe may be losing his memory,
since he asked the same question
four times. The Beis HaLevi said to
his students, “This student thinks
that something is wrong with me; he
doesn’t realize that there is
something wrong with him. I asked
him what he does, and he told me
that he sells sugar. But Chazal say,
“Everything is in Hashem’s hand
aside from fear of Heaven.” So the
only thing that a person really does
is acquire fear of heaven. Everything

else, Hashem's does.12121212

One ideal way to acquireyiras
Shamayim is by studying the
parashah, shnayim mikrah ve'echad

11. Rashi writes that their reward was that they had descendants kohanim, levi'im,
and kings.

12. Approximately one hundred bachurim were learning in Tzanz. It wasn't an
organized yeshiva, but they would learn in the Tzanzer Rav's beis medresh

and they would hear Torah classes from the Divrei Chaim, zy"a (Rebbe Chaim of
Tzanz). Someone asked the Divrei Chaim, "The bachurim are learning here
anyway. Why shouldn’t we make it official, and open a yeshiva for them?"
The Divrei Chaim answered:"Running a yeshiva is a great responsibility. It means
accepting accountability for the bachurim's spiritual growth. It also means being
liable if a bachur falls into the yetzer hara's clutches. I don’t want to undertake this
responsibility."
The man asked, "But hasn’t the Chasam Sofer, the Rav of Pressburg, opened a
large yeshiva?"
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targum (twice the passukand once
Unkelos) together with Rashi. The
name of the parashah, ú"åîù is

roshei teivos shnayim mikrah
ve'echad targum, to remind us to

perform this great mitzvah.13131313

The Divrei Chaim explained, "How can you compare me to the Chasam Sofer?
Because of the Chasam Sofer's holiness, if he merely looks at a bachur when he
gives his daily shiur, the bachur will not be able to sin, even in private. By merely
looking at a bachur, he fills him up with yiras Shamayim. I am not on that level,
and therefore I am afraid to take on the responsibility."
13. The Baal HaTurim on the first passuk of the parashah writes,

תיבות) (ראשי נוטריקון אלו  תיבות ישראל' בני שמות אחד ו קראמ נים ש סדרה ומדל שרא אדם ו 'ואלה

עולםל רוכיםא בותרניםש חיהי שיר,י עיםנ קולב רגום ,ת  . "A person who studies the parashah,
twice the passuk and once Unkelos, and sings it with a beautiful voice, will live a
long life, forever."
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